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Overview 

Remember the freedom, exhilaration, and peace you felt on your bicycle when you were a kid? Why 

can’t you feel that every day? You can! 

The path to peace and is as easy as riding a bike!  So hop on your bike (included in the workshop fee) as 

you are treated to a tour of the West Palm Beach art scene followed by reflection time. 

Today’s political and economic climate is weighing on people in business, government, education, and 

non-profits.  It has affected the individual, family, and community at large. How do we get in alignment 

with what used to make us feel alive, yet at peace? 

How can we find centeredness in our dividedness?  How can we find equanimity in the media 

maelstrom? How do we rise above it all? 

As employees, we all want to understand how our talents and contributions are of value to the 

organizations we serve. When we are aligned with the organization’s overall goals, we and the 

organization thrive. When we are not aligned, either we, or the organization or both, find it hard to 

survive.  

Similarly, when we have inner peace, we feel balanced. When our peace is out of balance, we struggle to 

find peace in our relationships, families, and workplaces. The genesis for world peace is individual peace. 

It is important to learn techniques to develop peace practices, so we may bring it to our families, friends, 

workplaces, communities, our nation and the world. 

Easier said than done, right? Wrong. This workshop helps you develop your personal peace acumen, 

enabling you to see it’s ripple effect in your work, and throughout your life.  

These will be demonstrated through various tools:  assessments, experiential learning, “re-framing,” and 

actual physical movement via a group bike ride in West Palm. The goal is to move individuals through a 

process of self-discovery (mentally, emotionally, and spiritually and physically) and to emerge with 

greater inner peace and confidence. It is designed to move one through a process of mental blocks, and 

progress with confidence and the desire to proliferate peace in themselves, their families, organizations, 

communities and the world.  



See here a link to an interesting article highlighting some of the art to be explored 

https://www.palmbeachermagazine.com/noteworthy/cityplace-district-west-palm-beach-partners-

artist-steed-taylor-create-road-tattoo. 

 

Attendees will learn how to tap in to their own inner peace and use it to drive peace in their 

organizations. They will interact with other conference attendees and develop a peace road map to 

guide them before they return to their workplaces. 

1. INDIVIDUAL: Using an introspective peace assessment (PQ), attendees will determine where 
they rate on the peace quotient scale. Then, using the theories of emotional intelligence and 
neuroscience, they’ll learn strategies for cultivating individual inner peace.  

2. WORKPLACE: Using a workplace peace assessment (PQ), attendees will determine where their 
organization rates on the peace quotient scale. Then, using the theories of design thinking, 
they’ll develop a peace roadmap to implement strategies for cultivating peace amongst their 
team, in their department and their overall organization.  

3. GROUP BIKE RIDE: Ties together the elements of assessments, experiential learnings, and 
roadmaps. Participants utilize workshop elements to experience peace on the road in West 
Palm.  

 

Outline 
 

Personal Purpose Exercise 
 
Introspective Individual Peace Assessment (PQ) 
Understanding your Assessment  
Areas for Improvement Discussion 
 
Experiential Learning  

 Mindfulness  
 Transcendental meditation  

 
Neuroscience 
Emotional Intelligence 
 
Experiential Learning 

 Rewiring Neuro Pathways 
 EQ Exercise 

 
Partner Executive Coaching Exercises 

Individual Peace Road Map 

Individual Peace Wrap-up 

Learnings/Takeaways 

https://www.palmbeachermagazine.com/noteworthy/cityplace-district-west-palm-beach-partners-artist-steed-taylor-create-road-tattoo
https://www.palmbeachermagazine.com/noteworthy/cityplace-district-west-palm-beach-partners-artist-steed-taylor-create-road-tattoo


 
Break (10-15 minutes) 
 
Workplace Peace Assessment (PQ) 
 
Understanding your Assessment  
 
Areas for Improvement Discussion 
 
Experiential Learning  

 Workplace Mindfulness  
 Transcendental meditation  

 
Design Thinking 
Transformation Strategy Tools 
 
Experiential Learning 

 Rewiring Neuro Pathways 
 EQ/PQ Exercise 

 
Partner Executive Coaching Exercises 

Workplace Peace Road Map 

Workplace Peace Wrap-up 

Learnings/Takeaways 

The group will use some of the tools and themes of mindfulness, critical thinking, and communication on 

the road. They will ride in groups of 10 (leader in front and back) by certified Cycling Savvy Instructors 

through the city and “reframe” and overcome beliefs about riding in peace on the road.  

This will be tied into other areas where they are “stuck,” that prevent them from experiencing peace in 

their lives and organizations.  This progression will allow them to overcome fears they have, and to be 

confident in their abilities to communicate and cultivate peace (in themselves, in their organizations, 

and on the road – wherever that may be) when they return to their communities.   
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